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ABSTRACT

This paper describes a new approach for the development of data-intensive web applications that depend on non-trivial data manipulation. E-Commerce web sites, on-line auction systems and large enterprise web portals fall into this category, as they require comprehensive data access, data processing and data manipulation capabilities. However, existing methodologies mainly concentrate on modeling content, navigation and presentation aspects of read-only web sites. Approaches that consider modeling data operations incorporate them into existing models resulting in a less clear design. We argue that existing models are not sufficient to express complex operations that access or modify web application content. Therefore, we propose an additional Operation Model defining operations for data-intensive web applications. We also propose the utilization of a web application generator to create an Operation Layer based on this Operation Model.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The development of data-intensive web sites has been the subject of many research approaches in the field of web application engineering. These web sites mainly focus on making large amounts of data available on the web and in some cases, they also provide simple data entry functionality. Most research approaches model web applications with different models for content, navigation and presentation. These models are useful as they provide an incremental methodology for building web applications in a systematic way. Furthermore, they can be used for automatic generation of web application code.

However, present-day web applications are not only based on large amounts of data. They also require powerful operations that determine the manner of content provision and allow data manipulation. E-commerce web applications, for example, often rely on advanced functionality like a shopping cart, powerful search options or personalized recommendations. To serve customers optimally, product listings have to be adequately filtered and sorted. On-line auction systems allow users to add new auction items to the system and to alter these items if necessary. These operations not only change simple content objects of the underlying web application but also add and modify relations between objects and extend the user interface by creating new pages that can be navigated to. Thus, present-day web applications have to provide at least operations for

- adding content objects or new relationships between content objects,
- altering existing content objects or existing relationships between content objects,
- deleting existing content objects or existing relationships between content objects,
- filtering and sorting content objects according to specified criteria.

These operations represent an important part of the web application’s application logic that cannot be easily expressed with common models for content, navigation or presentation. Furthermore, the separation of content, application logic and presentation is an important paradigm that should be incorporated into the web application development process. For this reason, data operations should be modeled by means of a separate model instead of incorporating them into existing models.

In this paper, we introduce a new model, the Operation Model that defines operations of a web application. As a first step this model provides operations that allow complete read and write access to the web application’s content. In the future we intend to use this model to facilitate user specific access to content and extend it to provide composite transactional operations. The Operation Model along with other well-established models build the basis for the automatic generation of complete web applications.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we briefly describe how data-intensive web sites are usually modeled. We also show by an example how WebML introduces operations
into the application logic of web applications and point out some limitations of this approach. In Section 3 we emphasize important requirements for a solution that circumvents these shortcomings. We propose a new model, the Operation Model, and show how it can be used in conjunction with other well-established models to achieve maximum flexibility and a clear web application design. Section 4 depicts how the described models can be used for the generation of web applications. Finally, we conclude the paper and discuss open research issues in Section 5.

2. STATE-OF-THE-PRACTICE IN WEB APPLICATION MODELING

Large web applications require a thorough conceptual modeling of their content, application logic, navigation and presentation in order to keep the development process manageable and the resulting application maintainable. A formal language should be used to describe content objects, object relationships as well as their operational and presentational features. First, this ensures a uniform specification of the developed system. Secondly, it allows the generation of application source code and the generation of a user interface for the designated target system. An overview of well-established models for web application development is depicted in Figure 1.

The Content Model defines content objects and their relations. The Composition & Navigation Model describes the composition of web pages and the navigation structure of the web application. Finally, the Presentation Model defines the positioning and the visual appearance of web page components.

Over the last decade, numerous approaches for web application development have been proposed. Some of them like OOHDM [12], Araneus [11], AutoWeb [6], OO-HMethod [7], WebML [3][4][5], UWE [9][10] and W2000 [1][2] are complex design methodologies describing web applications with different models. Although the models in use are sometimes named differently, they usually possess modeling constructs for content, navigation, page composition and presentation aspects. Most of these methodologies concentrate on the modeling of data-intensive web sites that do not support operations. The two exceptions are WebML and W2000.

The navigation model of WebML provides constructs for defining operations that create, delete and modify content objects and create or delete binary relations. Figure 2 depicts a simple WebML example. The Content Model comprises constructs modeling the entities Employee and Department. The Composition & Navigation Model shows the modeling of an Employee Page, an Edit Employee page and a Department Page as well as the operations update employee and assign employee to department. A simple navigation link points from the Employee Page to the Edit Employee Page and, after a successful modification (indicated by the OK-edge), back to the Employee Page. The Department Page contains basic information about the department and lists all employees of the system.

Figure 1. Established Web Application Development Models

Figure 2. WebML Example
After selecting an employee from the All Employees index, the assign employee operation is used to assign it to the department and navigation returns to the same page following the OK-edge. Additionally, a multi-data unit shows all employees of the current department. Note, that WebML also provides so-called KO-edges, which are used to specify the navigation step after an operation failure. We omit these edges for the sake of simplicity. To keep the example small, we omit the Presentation Model as well.

The WebML approach for modeling operations has some limitations. First, the integration of operations into the navigation model makes this model less intuitive as some edges in the navigation graph represent navigational links whereas others represent data flow. For example, the edge labeled with the letter \( A \) between the Employee Entry Unit and the Employee Update Unit indicates the provision of parameter values from an entry form to the corresponding processing method. In contrast to that, the edge between the Employee Unit and the Employee Entry Unit just indicates a standard navigation step from one page to another.

Secondly, connections between the two models are established only by naming and not in a visual manner. Thus, name-matching is required to determine where the data for the All Employees index or for the Department’s Employees listing comes from.

Another approach to model functional requirements of web applications is taken by W2000. High-level UML diagrams are used for this purpose, e.g., use-case diagrams define users and their possible actions, whereas interaction diagrams define object interactions. Although this approach also defines operations for web applications, implementation and code generation aspects are not considered in the W2000 approach, which is an important difference compared to our approach.

3. OPERATION MODEL

As a conclusion drawn from the shortcomings presented in the previous section, we specify the following requirements for a proper solution:

- A separate model is required that specifies operations as part of the application logic of a web application to ensure the separation of operation logic from content and navigational concerns.
- Navigational and data-flow edges should not be combined in the same model. This avoids confusion and provides an intuitive way for the modeling of application logic.
- Modeling constructs of different models should be linked in a visual manner to provide an enhanced overview of the developed web application.

We propose an Operation Model that defines operations allowing complete read and write access to web application data. This model should serve as a mediator between the Composition & Navigation Model and the Content Model of the web application thereby ensuring the clear separation of content, operations and navigational concerns. Figure 3 shows an Operation Model example for an Employee entity.

![Figure 3. Operation Model](image)

On the left side of the entity, we list basic operations that provide access to the data of this entity. These operations may only occur once and are self-explaining. On the right side of the entity, we list operation types that provide access to relationships between the Employee entity and other entities. Each operation type may occur several times as the entity can participate in arbitrary relationships. For example, if the Employee entity is participating in a relationship works in with the Department entity, the operations GetDepartment, AddDepartment, and so forth can be specified. These operations can be defined for all relationships of the Employee entity thereby resulting in multiple occurrences for each operation type. Figure 4 shows how the Operation Model interacts with both the Composition & Navigation Model and the Content Model.

![Figure 4. Operation Model Interactions](image)

There are two types of connections between the Composition & Navigation Model and the Operation Model. The first type is a so-called Context Edge (labeled with the letter C) defining the context for each page. The context is always a certain entity of the
system that determines the scope of an operation. For example, Figure 4 shows two pages with the context Employee and one page with the context Department. The second type of connection between the Composition & Navigation Model and the Operation Model is a dashed Data-Flow Edge indicating an operation call. Note, that these edges are directed showing whether the data of the web application is accessed or modified.

Analogously to Figure 2 the Composition & Navigation Model of the example in Figure 4 defines an Employee Page, an Edit Employee page and a Department Page. An Edit button on the Employee Page allows the navigation to the Edit Employee Page. This page provides the Employee Edit View and a Save button. The effect of providing values on this page and pushing the Save button is twofold. First, it results in sending data to the Edit operation of the Employee entity that is modeled in the Operation Model. Secondly, it initiates the navigation back to the Employee Page following the Success Edge (labeled with the letter S). The Department Page provides three main elements. First, the Department View that covers basic information about the department. Secondly, an Employee List that shows the department’s employees accessing the GetEmployee operation in the Operation Model. Thirdly, the Employee Assign View, which allows to assign an employee to a department. A list of all employees that is required for the latter view could come from the GetEmployee operation of an EmployeeCatalog entity. For the sake of simplicity, we omit this entity in Figure 4. When the user pushes the Assign button on the Department Page, the AddEmployee operation in the Operation Model is activated which in turn assigns an employee to the department. Note, that so-called Failure Edges that usually point to an Error Page are omitted as well.

Similar to the connections between the Composition & Navigation Model and the Operation Model there are also edges between the Operation Model and the Content Model. These edges show which entities or relationships are accessed by a certain operation. As basic operations are always associated with a single entity, their connection to the Content Model is indicated by the multi-directional edge between the entity constructs of both models. The Employee entity of the Operation Model is connected to the Employee entity of the Content Model. This shows what data is accessed by these operations. The situation is somewhat different when it comes to the modeling of operations that access relationships. Various operations of a certain entity may reference different relationships thus this connection is indicated by edges between operations of the Operation Model and relationships of the Content Model. For example, the GetEmployee operation is connected to the relationship works in thereby delivering data for the Employee List of the Department Page.

As a conclusion, we summarize the advantages of our approach. First, edges in the Navigation Model clearly represent the navigation structure of the developed web application. Secondly, the separate Operation Model clearly defines operations and associates them with the modeling constructs of the Composition Model. However, to achieve this enhanced overview a minor requirement has to be met. Each page has to be assigned to an entity that builds the page’s context. As depicted in Figure 4, we indicate the context of a web page by a so-called Context Edge between the Content & Navigation Model and the Operation Model.

4. WEB APPLICATION GENERATION

The model-based development of web applications shows many benefits. One aspect is the clear structure of the developed web application that results from the usage of well-established models and standard modeling constructs. However, an equally important aspect is the ability to generate substantial parts of the web application based on existing formal definitions. Therefore, models and modeling constructs require equivalent definitions in a machine-readable formal language and translation between both formats should always be possible. Figure 5 depicts the generation process for web applications based on XML as a machine-readable format.

5. SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper we present an approach for modeling and generating data-intensive web applications that rely on advanced operations. We introduced a new model, the Operation Model, which allows the definition of operations that build a bridge between the content and the user interface of a web application. An advantage of this approach is an enhanced overview of the web application modeling process supported by a further separation of concerns. We proposed that the Operation Model should be used for the generation of an Operation Layer of the resulting web application.

An important topic for our future research is the definition of a User Model that can be used in conjunction with existing models to define user specific navigation, operations and content
presentation. We believe that the modeling of users should be based on roles and access rights that can be associated with modeling constructs of existing models. Therefore, user modeling is an orthogonal aspect regarding content access, operations and navigation.
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